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Bed and Breakfast
Valley Style
To relax and enjoy
the outdoors, choose
a Valley B&B.
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Serve a Fine Meal
Who enjoys cooking a good meal?
Okay. Who enjoys at least someone else cooking a good meal? A lot more heads nodded that
time I’m sure. At least my wife’s did.
Some say it’s all about the recipe. For
others, it’s standard practice to add a little of
this, throw in a lot of that and C’est si bon
(It’s so good)! Impromptu additions as you go
along usually create the most delicious meal.
That’s the way momma cooked. And
obviously, I haven’t missed too many meals in
my lifetime. Spending time in the kitchen with
my mother as we prepared holiday meals is
time never to be forgotten. This month marks
the 1-year anniversary of my sweet mom’s passing, and her unique cooking style lives on in
my kitchen. I find myself adding Cajun spices
that may make the nose burn, but as my father
says, “that’s when you know it’s good.” And
since my family recently celebrated Mardi Gras
here in the Valley, boudin served at the Breland
home needed no extra Louisiana Hot Sauce.
But I added it anyway.
Just like cooking, the ideal recipe for a
successful business model needs some old fashioned elements combined with the right proportions of fresh ingredients. Sure, a successful

business starts with the basic elements: Product, Price,
Place and Promotion. All economics classes teach it
as the 4 Ps. We as business owners and administrators know these basics are just the beginning. The next
level is when and how much of the after-you-startedcooking ingredients.
You wouldn’t think of adding blood, sweat
and tears to a giant pot of gumbo or pan of suizas, but
you certainly do when you’re running your company.
A cup of determination, two cups of persistence and
several tablespoons of assertiveness gets you really going. After you bring it to a boil, then you add in
a cup of crisis management, a pinch of patience, an
immeasurable amount of teamwork and let it simmer.
How long does it take to make the meal perfect? Stay
in the kitchen and watch it.
That’s the key. You can’t leave for a run to the
store and come back expecting a knock-out meal. You
know where I’m going with this. When you leave for
a “quick second” and come back, the roux is scorched
or the sauce overcooks causing a pan-scrubbing mess.
It’s interesting how cooking and running a business
relate. Keeping a constant eye on your business is a
must if you want customers to enjoy what they’re eating. Sure, you can over stir and cause inconsistencies,
so the balance is hands on without micromanaging.
So what other ingredients are needed to make

the business meal? We could all add two pages
of answers, and they are all necessary. Co-workers who blend, not clash, are like compatible
seasonings. Combining complementary team
members who have their individual strengths
while the temperature stays in check makes for
a superior product. When do you know you
served a delicious meal? When customers return for a 2nd, 3rd and more helpings, even
during a recession – you’ve made it. Not only
have you made a product customers enjoy, you
and your “co-chefs” are proud to create and
serve it. The bonus is, there’s less to clean-up.
The goal is to have two satisfied groups
– those in the kitchen and those at the table.
Business owners and administrators, let’s put
on our chef hats, open up the spice rack and
create a business meal that keeps customers
licking their chops. After all, when you replicate momma’s meal everybody is happy.
Todd Breland - General Manager
Valley Business Report
VBR e-Brief
956 310 8953
todd@valleybusinessreport.com
www.valleybusinessreport.com
“Connecting You To Local Pro-Business News”
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United for health.

UnitedHealthcare Community Plan is building a new provider network to meet the
demands of Medicaid expansion. Our focus is on easing the administrative burden on
physicians while improving outcomes and controlling costs. We are dedicated to continually
improving service and claims processing, so it’s easy for you to work with us.
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B&Bs Valley-style
By Eileen Mattei
If your image of a Bed & Breakfast is
a fussily decorated Victorian house heavy on
dried flower arrangements and porcelain figurines, it’s time you saw the Rio Grande Valley’s
refreshing, site-specific take on B&Bs.
A dozen B&Bs cater to Valley visitors who love both comfort and the outdoors:
birders, anglers, naturalists, beach walkers. In
urban and rural settings, these retreats provide
privacy and high levels of service at unique getaways. Most opened between 1999 and 2001,
but all create memories of being in the right
place for a great time.
The largest B&B is the Alamo Inn, located in the heart of Alamo and occupying the
town’s oldest building, which was previously
a bank and a drug store. Keith Hackland and
his wife bought the 1919 building in 1999 to
transform it into a Bed & Breakfast. Alamo Inn
started out slowly and has grown to 16 themed
suites, such as Inca Dove and Hummingbird,
spreading over two adjacent buildings on the
town square. Hackland admitted the hospitality field was new to him and required hands-on
learning.
“The key to our success is seeing ourselves as a service organization,” the innkeeper
said. “We really listen to our guests and are
always looking for ways to improve our level
of service. Being in the richest birding spot in

the U.S. is incredible
in itself. Meeting all
the wonderful people
who come here to bird
is the most fun work
I’ve ever done. The
birding aspect kind
of dropped in our
laps.” Hackland, who
grew up in South Africa chasing birds and
bugs, said about 90
percent of his guests
are birders.
While Hackland wondered if the
downtown location
would deter birders,
just the opposite holds
true. The Alamo Inn
is sold out solidly from
October to April. “After being out in the field all day,
they like to walk across the street to El Dorado to have
dinner and a couple beers,” he said. The restaurant’s
owners have become good friends and really appreci-

Keith Hackland established the self-serve Outdoor Store for the avid birders who stay at the
Alamo Inn. (Courtesy)
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The Inn at Chachalaca Bend provides luxury in
a resaca-side setting. (Courtesy)

ate the business from the B&B.
Alamo Inn is customized to suit birders, whom Hackland describes as self-sustaining. Birders typically leave for birding sites before dawn, so Hackland provides a self-serve,
grab-and-go breakfast, along with coolers for
bag lunches. He added an in-house Outdoor
Store, which he said stocks the region’s best
quality birding binoculars and scopes: Alpen
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and Brunton. Other than the optics, the store is selfservice and carries birders’ hats and clothing in the
de rigueur colors of sage
green and khaki. The
store also has the largest
selection of birding books
in the region. Birders
are known for spending
more money than other
types of tourists.
Alamo Inn has a
resident artist, Grover
Terry Beaman, whose art
is on this month’s cover.
The Inn provides or recommends guiding services along with providing birding maps and hot
spot lists. Evenings, birders are found chatting in
the lobby and at the breakfast tables, going over what
birds they saw and where. South Texas birders are
noted for being extremely friendly, Hackland noted,
although they do shut down early, because “birders
are not night owls.”
The B&B gets about 15-20 tour groups annually with a Swedish group due soon. Alamo’s guests
now come from 20 countries, with the number of European birders up twenty-fold from in recent years.
That’s due in part to the South Texas Nature Marketing Coop (supported by Valley chambers of commerce) which markets Valley birding internationally
and nationally. Hackland is an active member of
that group and the RGV B&B Association as well
as president of the Friends of the Wildlife Corridor,
which advocates for the National Wildlife Refuges.
“We have such a unique natural heritage here
in the birds and butterflies,” said the innkeeper, who
stays in B&Bs when he travels. This summer Alamo
Inn is starting a series of workshops and fieldtrips,
that will enable Hackland to be out in the woods
and fields which he enjoys.
Along the Arroyo
Larry
and
Fran
Wolpin built Atascosa Outlook from scratch along the
Arroyo Colorado in 2006.
At the Arroyo City B&B,
the retired teachers thrive on
teaching people about the
area’s birds and wildlife. “We
absolutely love it. There’s
nothing greater than seeing
a young face catch their first
fish from our fishing pier,”
Fran Wolpin said. “Most of
our guests are families here to
have fun together and relax,
and 90 percent are from the
Valley. They don’t have

to travel so far to get here.”
The main lodge and the four-plex are
equipped with kitchens. “It’s a relatively new
approach for a B&B,” she said. “We serve
breakfast in the lobby or for early risers, put
out food baskets that include our homemade
breads and fruit platters. Families come back
again and again for reunions or weddings or to
go hunting and fishing. Laguna Atascosa next
door is the largest National Wildlife Refuge in
the nation,” she added. Guests, who find they
have much in common, congregate in the lobby and along the sea wall of the Arroyo.
Evolution of a B&B
Thirteen years ago, the Breedlove family transformed a neighbor’s house fronting a
resaca into the luxurious Inn at Chachalaca
Bend. Originally marketed to birders, the B&B
has transitioned to a premier venue for special
events, weddings and business retreats.
“With any business, your priorities
change as the years go by,” said Jesse Breedlove,
a geologist turned innkeeper. “Most of our
business now is group functions. We have 25
to 30 weddings a year. Sometimes couples get
together and arrange to have the inn to themselves for a weekend. And we have a lot of business people who stay with us during the week,
because it’s quiet and luxurious.” It’s only a 10
to 20 minute drive to Brownsville, Harlingen
and the Island where they are working temporarily.
Now promoted as a luxury inn, the
B&B added casitas and a honeymoon lodge to
accommodate additional guests. Full country
breakfasts include farm fresh eggs from their
own chickens. “It’s a lot of fun running the
inn. We’ve met so many neat people over the
years and made so many good friends.”
For more information, see www.rgvbedandbreakfast.com

Atascosa Outlook is a B&B that attracts families
who enjoy fishing and the outdoors. (Courtesy)
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Businesses
Giving Back
Lacks Saves Money By Going Green
By Eileen Mattei
In 2007 Lacks’ Valley twelve furniture
stores were generating so much Styrofoam as
furniture was unpacked that up to five tractortrailer loads of the white padding were hauled
to landfills each week. Customer service director Hector Padilla talked to Lacks’ owner
Lee Aaronsen about finding a different way to
handle the bulky but lightweight solid waste.
They needed a method that was more efficient
and more environmentally responsible.
In reaching that goal, Lacks became
the largest private recycler based in south Texas,
according to some sources.
“Styrofoam takes up so much space,
but nobody in the Valley was recycling it. No
one wanted to mess with it,” Padilla said. The
Lacks stores were already baling and recycling
cardboard cartons. Online research led Padilla
to a company that had developed a machine
which crumbled and then melted the Styrofoam. Lacks installed the machine in McAllen.
“The machine paid for itself in the first
year, just from selling the (extruded) Styrofoam
blocks,” Padilla explained. The ROI does not
count the savings on landfill charges, trucking and the labor in loading and unloading the
bulk Styrofoam.
To better handle the growing volume,
Lacks upgraded to a larger Styrofoam processor
which produces dense 58-pound blocks from
the melted Styrofoam. Six bags, each as large as
a desk, hold enough scrap Styrofoam to make
a single block. A pallet holds 40 of the 15 inch
by 30 inch by 4 inch bricks. There is a ready
market for the bricks which are used as raw material to make more Styrofoam or as a product
additive. Padilla plans to add a second conveyor feeding the Styrofoam processor in order to
automate the process further.
Lacks now has five people working
full-time in the recycling department at the
central warehouse. The activity starts adjacent
to the recycling department in the furniture unpacking and assembly area, where shop-made
frames support huge bags for scrap Styrofoam.
In addition, when Lack’s trucks return from delivering to the various Lacks’ stores inside and
outside the Valley, they are backhauling scrap
Styrofoam to be processed in McAllen.
Lacks also acquired equipment that
makes bales of the clear plastic wrapping that
comes around furniture. Most of those bales
are sold into Mexico for recycling. Padilla said
their in-house recycling center is accepting

clean Styrofoam from other furniture stores and food
service establishments. The public is also encouraged
to drop off clean Styrofoam and clean cardboard at
any Lacks’ store for recycling.
Currently Lacks is recycling about 95 percent
of its wood waste, and Padilla expects to increase that
number. He is looking for a shredder that will make
mulch of the wooden skids that stoves and refrigerators often sit on. Padilla has also spearheaded changes
that installed more efficient lighting in the warehouse

Styrofoam is unloaded onto the conveyor feeding the reWFA2
3KO:Layout
1 10/13/11
10:52(Courtesy)
AM Page 1
gion’s
firstVBR
styrofoam
recycling
machine.

and increased water and energy conservation.
Chris Lash, Renewable Resources
Manager for the City of McAllen, applauded
Lacks’ recycling program. “They are such an
excellent example of good corporate stewardship. They are very conscientious in protecting the environment. Hector has done a great
job.”
Lash noted that several businesses
in the Free Trade Zone recycle all their cardboard.
For Lacks’, recycling makes business
sense. It also is good for the corporate image.
The City of McAllen provides bins
to businesses to hold cardboard for recycling.
Pickup schedules depend on volume. In some
cases, recycling large volumes of cardboard can
reduce garbage bills. For information, call
956-681-4000.
Other Valley cities - Brownsville, Edinburg, Harlingen - offer businesses a do-ityourself service, accepting cardboard brought
into city recycling centers.
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Transparency in Car Repairs
By Eileen Mattei
Forget about the signs warning customers they cannot enter the Body Shop work
area. At TipoTex Chevrolet, Body Shop Manger Sergio Hernandez is eager to give customers
a 10 to 15 minute guided tour of the Collision Center. He believes that transparency and
showing the consumer what happens behind
the scenes is one way to build trust, build business and increase customer satisfaction. Seeing
a clean, organized shop gives visitors a better
image of the operation and how their vehicle
will be serviced.
“The idea behind the tour is for the
company to make the consumer aware of the
specialized equipment our body shop has and
how we use it,” said Hernandez. “They get to
understand the whole process and the importance of the different skilled technicians who
work to bring a vehicle back to the original
condition.”
The tour starts with estimator Claudia Carr, a graduate of TSTC’s Auto Collision
Technology program. “During a complete estimate we ask for a tear-down to see possible hidden damage to the radiator, radiator support

or condenser. A lot of people think we just take off
the fender and put on a new one. They don’t realize everything else that has to be removed to do the
repair.”
Hernandez, who developed the 20-point
tour idea and launched it
at TipoTex in January, has
seen a trickle of customers
who want to know what
happens. They willingly
wear safety glasses and
stay in designated walkways. Tour stops include
the paint prep area, paint
mixing room, and the
paint spraying and ‘baking’ room. Hernandez
explained what is being
viewed as a tech mixed
about 16 ounces of paint.
“Every car has a paint
code. We mix our paints
to the original specs of the
car. ”
The heart of the tour is the repair area. Hernandez demonstrates how the computerized mea-

suring system works. Sensors attached to an
elevated vehicle’s frame reveal down to the
millimeter what needs to be done to correct
a damaged body or twisted frame, including
damage and problems not visible to the eye.

Sergio Hernandez points out the sensors that detect deviation from the standard. (Courtesy)
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Printouts of the measurements, taken before
and after repairs, allow a customer to confirm
the repairs that have been made and to relieve
their anxiety that the car will not track correctly after being in an accident.
“We are running a business within a
business over here,” said Hernandez, who has
organized the Collision Center into sales, production and accounting divisions. “We deal
with insurance companies. We call in claims
for customers who need assistance. We help
with rentals. ” All of the technicians are ICAR and GEM Certified. Five work in body
repair and three in refinishing.
“During the tour we like to show different repair methods and explain to the customer the difference between repairing parts
and replacing parts,” Hernandez said. “We
tell them it is okay to repair a plastic bumper
cover that has been gouged instead of replacing
the entire bumper. That saves them a lot of
money.” He also gives a mini-lesson on panel
bonding versus welding. “It depends on the
situation, which one is better to use.”
Carr, the estimator, noted many new
repair techniques have become available since
customers were free to wander around shops
30 years ago. She prepares written estimates at
no charge.
Hernandez said the body shop maintains a balance between their reputation as a
family-owned business since 1934 and their
reputation as an up-to-date collision center on
top of the latest techniques. Few people realize that the Collision Center repairs all makes
and models, not just General Motors products.
They also install aftermarket accessories such as
spray-on truck bed liners.

Estimator Claudia Carr and Collision Center
manager Sergio Hernandez believe tours give
customers a reassuring behind-the-scenes glimpse.
(Courtesy)
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The Water Connection
By Chuck Swanberg
One of the most treasured commodities
in the Rio Grande Valley is water, especially goodtasting, clean water. Much of the water in the Valley
comes from the Rio Grande and is full of minerals and
pollutants and often has an unpleasant taste. Municipalities around the Valley do a good job of cleaning
up their water supplies, but the water is nevertheless
mineralized – hard water.
Restaurants, hospitals and families can mitigate hard water and off-flavor water problems. Since
the mid1940s, the “Hey Culligan Man!” ad has promoted a full-service water solution for the Valley. The
Winslow Stenseng family currently owns and operates
Culligan of San Benito. Colonel B.E. Hanson, Win
Stenseng’s uncle, came to Harlingen Air Force Base as
Base Commander in the 1960s. He decided that he
had found a home in the Valley, eventually settling
with his wife in Harlingen. Hanson bought two other
Valley Culligan franchises and consolidated them into
the San Benito operation in the late 1960s.
Stenseng, a graduate of St. Olaf College in
Northfield, MN, was looking for business opportunities when his uncle invited him to the Valley to work
with him in the water business. Anticipating retirement, Hanson transferred the business to his neph-

ew and his wife, Susan, in 1975. This familyowned and operated business has thrived and
prospered as the need for purified water grew.
According to Stenseng, “2011 was
a banner year for Culligan with the greatest
growth in my history with the business.” While
purchases of residential water systems have decreased, the interest in rented commercial and
residential water systems has surged significantly, according to Stenseng. Culligan of San
Benito has also grown by stepping in as small
water system suppliers, hard hit during the recent economic decline, closed. Stenseng made
arrangements for Culligan to acquire customers
from the failing businesses, enabling the customers to continue service for their individual
water needs.
Founded in 1936, The Culligan Company has been a recognized leader in water
treatment for over 75 years. Culligan is proud
of its satisfaction policy: “if the customer is not
fully satisfied with a Culligan product, the customer will receive a full refund – no questions
asked – within the first 30 days after the sale.”
Culligan has the widest range of water solutions
available, with a solution to suit every business,
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every home and every budget. Customers and
prospective customers can call the Culligan
toll-free number seven days a week to schedule
appointments or report problems.
The customer base for Culligan of San
Benito is as varied as its product lines. Culligan serves restaurants, hospitals and factories
with commercial and industrial products. Restaurants need treated water for cooking as well
as for their diners. Hospitals need pure water
supplies for their patients and for sterilizing
surgical instruments. Factories along the Rio
Grande need an endless supply of treated water
for their manufacturing processes. Families also
need pure water in their homes for many of the
same reasons as commercial applications.
Residential applications account for
much of the Culligan business. Water softeners
and under-the-sink reverse-osmosis systems are
installed in thousands of Valley homes. Culligan has a team of installers who work with
families to site the equipment, install it and
then provide excellent after-the-sale service.
Culligan provides salt supplies for the water
softeners and delivers the salt at customer request. Another facet of the water business involves the treatment of salt and brackish water
wells. Culligan rents, sells and services desalinization systems to deal with problem water

issues.

Culligan owns some of the water kiosks seen
around the Valley and supplies equipment for many
others. The company supplies bottled drinking water
and has a product line of hot and cold water coolers,
some of which are supplied by five gallon bottles, others with self-contained reverse-osmosis (RO) filtration
systems. The self-contained RO water cooler is connected to a water supply and good-tasting, hot and
cold filtered water is instantly available.
As Win and
Susan Stenseng begin
their segue into retirement, they are grooming their son, Tyler,
to take over the reins
of Culligan of San
Benito. Tyler is also a
graduate of St. Olaf
with a degree in Sociology with a minor in
Management Studies
and an MBA from the
University of TexasBrownsville. The senior Stensengs believe
that Tyler’s MBA and
business experience
in the Midwest for

Open a FREE Checking
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4908 S. Jackson, Edinburg (956) 217-7100
201 S. Texas, Mercedes (956) 565-2485

the last three years will give the company the
needed boost to further grow the company’s
customer base and revenues. The legacy and
business acumen of Hanson and Win and Susan Stenseng serve as a generational model for
Tyler as he prepares himself to take over for his
family in Culligan of San Benito.
So, what do an old Sons of the Pioneers song and Culligan of San Benito have in
common? It’s water - cool, clear water.

Tyler, Susan and Win Stenseng. (Courtesy)
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NIU Urban Living Grows With Its Market
By Eileen Mattei
Casa Antigua’s rustic and Mexican
colonial furniture was selling well when Jesus Gonzalez decided six years ago to branch
out into upscale contemporary furniture and
opened Niu Urban Living. “Nobody else was
doing it and that’s when I saw the potential,
said Gonzalez, who has an MBA from the University of Texas. Now he is preparing to move
Niu Urban Living into the three story Home
Design Center he’s built on McAllen’s Tenth
Street.
“I would not be able to do this without my wife, Rosario,” Gonzalez said. “She is
the creative mind, the one with the taste. She
is the one who shops. I’m more the business
side which balances out, because you need to
ground your creative partner to reality.”
Niu Urban’s reality is seen in chairs
upholstered in fabric that resembles a waterfall,
in square, glass-topped dining tables that seat
eight and innovative lighting pieces. Overall
the inventory at Niu Urban evokes a futuristic,
less mundane approach to home décor. Gonzalez considers their stock the Mercedes of the
furniture world. “We carry the most exclusive
brands and imported lines. They require a lot of
explanation,” explaining to customers the better grade of leather used and the uncommon
details. Furniture is arranged the way it would
look in a home. “We want to make it easy for
them to visualize.”
The store once hired sales people, but
Gonzalez said that didn’t work out, because
of the level of service required. “This furniture requires a different personality, an artist.
They have to be creative before they learn sales.
Customers come back and tell me, ‘Your wife

wouldn’t let me buy a lamp I liked.’ That’s because it pletely different clientele and has been a stop
would compete with art they just bought.”
on McAllen’s Art Walk. (Gonzalez was one of
Niu Urban provides interior design consult- founders of that event.) There’s a good possibiling in the price of the furniture. “We are really in- ity that the original business will move into the
terested in you having a Wow effect, not just taking current Niu Urban Living space. The arched
something home,” Gonzalez explained. “A lot of our doorways would harmonize with the colonial
business is a whole house, room by room; it is very furniture.
specialized.” Many of the store’s
customers have more than one
house, and they return to shop
again.
High-end
furniture
brands are priced accordingly,
although Gonzalez says Niu Urban’s profit margins are smaller
percentage-wise than high-volume chain stores’.
In late April, the 40,000
square foot, glass-fronted Design Center, the first south of
Houston, is slated to open.
“What we are trying to do is
become the first choice when
it’s time to build your home, an
Jesus and Rosario Gonzalez sit inside the original
all-in-one design center,” Gonzalez said. Niu Urban NIU Urvan Living showroom. (Roberto SanLiving will occupy the ground floor. The second floor, chez)
encircling an atrium, will be the home of purveyors
of Italian kitchens and home theaters, a sleep and
comfort specialist and similar companies. On the
third floor, with a lofty view of McAllen and the interior of the Niu Urban galleria (through skylights),
a topflight bistro with a noted chef will hold forth.
The expansion into a convenient, larger
space has had a few hiccups. The situation in Mexico has reduced the number of well-heeled Monterrey customers visiting Niu Urban. Yet the contemporary furniture collection is growing its reputation
with north-of-the border clientele.
As Niu Urban’s 24 Valley billboards note: You don’t
want furniture that looks like
your mother’s. Gonzalez recalls
when, fresh out of school, he
returned to his family’s heavy
equipment business in Monterrey and tried to convince
his father to advertise with billboards. Gonzalez admitted he
The Kreidler Family has served
had no success with that, but
the McAllen area for five generations.
now, with the right combinaCompassion for your family
tion of advertising, inventory
is a tradition in ours.
and design consultants, Niu
Urban has found its niche mar- Please contact us for more information.
ket.
Phone: 956-686-0234
The furniture stores oper314
N
10th St. McAllen, TX 78501
ate under the corporate name
Email:
Kreidler@sbcglobal.net
Casa Antigua. Gonzalez intends
www.kreidlerfuneralhome.com
to retain the Casa Antigua store, which has a com-

1912-2012

100 Years of “Thotfulness”

Without a doubt, NIU Urban Living does not
carry furniture that looks like Mom’s. (VBR)
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The Need for the Empowered Patient
By Javier Vasquez
Healthcare in the Valley has endured a
beating these first few months of 2012 with the
transition to “5010” transaction sets, Medicaid
managed care and the threat of cuts to Medicare
payments. The Texas Medical Association went
as far as creating a web-based regulatory compliance tool called the “Calendar of Doom” to
provide its physician members a timeline view
of impending regulatory deadlines that require
action on their part to ensure compliance.
While the intention of these policies
is to promote some level of efficiency and accountability, each attempt to do so has inevitably resulted in havoc for medical providers and
contributed to a growing chasm between physicians and their patients. How so?
For one, physicians today are required
to spend more and more time away from their
patients on administrative duties to secure
ancillary services and medications for them
through insurance authorization processes. In
other words, instead of time in exam rooms and
rounding in hospitals, doctors are forced to sit
at their desks filling out forms or on the phone
justifying their actions or fighting for services

they feel patients need. As more states turn to managed care for their Medicaid programs and the Affordable Care Act’s implementation continues to proceed,
the above scenario may reflect more of the norm in
the future.
Policymakers continue to push doing more
with less which is somewhat whimsical to local health
entities in that the Valley has historically gotten the
job done by doing more with less. So health care providers, especially physicians and hospitals, are looking
to recruit the strongest element in their practices –
their patients - to provide some counter-balance.
Power of the Patient
A survey conducted by the Massachusetts
Health Quality Partners in 2009 questioned 56,000
adult patients and 22,000 parents of pediatric patients
about their experiences with primary care. The survey
included questions such as, “How well does your doctor coordinate your care? How well does your doctor
know you?”
What is interesting about the survey is that
no question asked the patient about their role in the
process. It would be useful to have questions like,
“Did I attentively listen to everything the doctor said
and did I understand? Did I ask for written information and did I bother to read it? Did I make an

attempt to adhere to the plan to lower my cholesterol, my blood pressure or my blood sugar?
Did I understand that my insurance takes up to
48 hours to approve a procedure I need?”
One of the biggest sources of physician
office frustration is having to deal with multiple insurance-approved medication plans called
formularies. These medication lists are created
by insurance companies as a savings tool by
promoting generic medication use. However,
if your medical office participates in 50+ insurance plans, each with its own formulary, one
gets a sense as to why writing or calling in a
prescription is no longer a routine process.
What the healthcare delivery system
needs today is the empowered, self-teaching,
co-dependent patient. I offer the term codependent from the standpoint that patients
must participate as equals with their doctors
when it comes to establishing a plan of action
and more importantly executing that plan.
Your doctor needs you to get off the bench and
into the game. Insurance companies, as well
as government sponsored programs like Medicare and Medicaid, have dedicated representatives, 1-800 numbers, web links and tons of
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free printed materials in various languages that
explain what is covered under your plan.
Patients need to have a basic understanding on how these services are paid by their
insurance and more importantly the tedious
process by which they coordinate these efforts
with your doctor. Many people would be appalled and wonder how doctors and hospitals
manage to provide the quality care they do under such a burdensome environment.
So before your next office visit, get
a copy of your “playbook” (insurance coverage benefits) from your employer or insurance
website and learn “the plays” (your benefits).
Engage your doctor in a dialogue about your
health, your options and ask what you can do.
Have a clear understanding of what your doctor is thinking about your progress. Have a
clear understanding of the options you have in
regards to your medications and their costs, so
that there will be no surprises once you arrive
at the pharmacy. Managed care is now a reality for you and your doctor. An empowered
patient can help the delivery system becoming
more efficient and accountable.
Javier Vasquez is Executive Director of the Cameron-Willacy Counties Medical Association.
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Hypnosis Can Help
By Eileen Mattei
Hypnosis became a treatment modality accepted by the American Medical Association in 1958.
According to Certified Hypnotherapist Wayne Walker, hypnosis is used for pre- and post-surgery pain
management. “If a person undergoes hypnosis prior
to surgery, they go in calmer, come out with fewer
complications, and heal 30 to 40 percent quicker.
They are also less reliant on pain medications.” Various hospitals employ hypnotists because it improves
patient outcomes.
Walker spent a north Texas childhood fascinated with hypnosis and remained interested in “the
mind, body languages, anything that has to do with
reading a person.” Years later, while running a business in Los Angeles, Walker enrolled in the nation’s
only accredited hypnosis school, attending night
classes for two years. “I had no interest in making
it into a business,” he said. “The school exposed us
to different modalities in hypnosis from comedy and
handwriting analysis to therapy. My classmates included an LA PD cop and a Wiccan.” In 1999, he
became a Certified Hypnotist.
But six years ago, tired of running a construction company with 40 employees, Walker decided to
pursue a career as a hypnotist. “I started with comedy

hypnosis shows. People would come up after
and ask me about problems.” That drew Walker
into the therapy aspect of hypnotism. “I found
that I enjoyed therapy more; it was more rewarding than the entertainment side.”
When Walker relocated to the Valley
last year for family reasons, he brought his business, Reflective Minds Hypnosis, with him.
“Texas is the only state that I cannot use the
word ‘therapy’ in anything I do. Here I am a
master hypnotist and specialize in behavioral
modification. Doctors refer patients to me for
pain management and for behavioral modification.” The behaviors that hypnosis deals with
comprise a long list and include smoking cessation, conquering fears of driving and flying,
and nail biting, IBS and overeating.
Walker, who trained in comedy hypnosis in Las Vegas, continues to do comedy
shows for charitable organizations and private
parties as a way of exposing people to hypnosis
first hand. He also gives talks to service organizations as a way of networking in his new community.
But it is hypnosis’ track record at
changing people’s lives for the better that ap-
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Hypnotist Wayne Walker. (courtesy)

peals to him. “After exhausting what can be
done in traditional medicine, people are looking for alternative ways to solve their problems,”
which may be pain or debilitating fears, Walker
said, in his calm voice. “Some doctors are very
open to the idea of using hypnosis.” He noted
that before ether, during the Civil War, amputations were performed with hypnosis serving
to distract patients from their pain.
Because it is easier to go into hypnosis in a familiar environment, Walker typically

schedules hypnosis sessions in a client’s home or office, videotaping each seventy-five minute session.
“People go into hypnosis and go out of it and do not
realize it.”
How does hypnosis work? “Hypnosis has
to be done on a conscious level,” Walker explained.
“We’re made up of habits…the habitual mind. With
habits come challenges if we want to change ourselves.
The subconscious’ job is to protect the individual, but
the subconscious mind is very easy to trick and is very
active. It looks for answers.”
Humans slip into natural self-hypnosis five to
seven times a day, Walker said. If you’ve driven from
A to B and not known how it happened, that’s selfhypnosis. As is when you get so focused on completing work that you don’t realize a large block of time
has passed. That time distortion is a state of hypnosis.
“The subconscious mind can handle everything; processing - it never sleeps. It hears the strange noises in
the night. It finds your keys and recalls a name you’d
forgotten.”
Walker described the hypnotist as “the conductor to your music. It’s interesting to lead people on
that journey.” One of the more popular journeys is to
learn how to stop smoking. Hypnosis has the number
one success rate for smoking cessation, Walker said. In
his experience, about 50 percent of patients will stop
smoking after one treatment session, and approximately 90 percent will have stopped smoking by the

fourth session.
“Every person is a new challenge.
There’s no standard, no commonality and
many different issues,” said Walker, who advocates learning self-hypnosis techniques. Often
people come to him as a last resort approach to
resolve a stubborn issue.
For more information see the website
Reflectivemindhypnosis.com or call Walker at
956-622-7989.
Hypnosis has been known to help with a
number of problems including:
Addictions
Health
Insomnia
Aggression
Headaches
Writers’ Block
Trauma
Fears
Self-Esteem
Sports
Relaxation
Death or Loss
Weight Loss
Overeating
Gambling
Memory
Self-Control
Memory
Public Speaking
Nail Biting
Moodiness
Dreams
Stuttering
Cravings
Career Success
Smoking
Creativity
Nightmares
Hopelessness
Anxiety
Perfectionism
Sexual Problems
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Ten IT Considerations
By Edward Lugo
Some businesses don’t need the presence of a formal office building to be successful. If your services are primarily delivered at
your client’s place (for trades like electricians,
plumbers or even professional services like
bookkeeping) or if you are a sole trader or small
family partnership, there are benefits and disadvantages to running your business from home.
Here are ten technology considerations for
home-based businesses.
The computer: Let’s look at workstation versus laptop. If your computer doesn’t
need to move from your home office, you’ll get
more computing power for your money with a
workstation. Consider investing those savings
in a dual-monitor setup if your work involves a
lot of data entry, writing or graphic design. But
remember, there’s nothing stopping you from
using a laptop if you want to sit outside in the
sun occasionally!
The printer: As with any office, the
key consideration for a printer is how much do
you print and how often, and is that printing
primarily text or pictures? Home offices may
have to consider how much space they have,

so a printer with a smaller ‘footprint’ would be better.
It’s handy to have the ability to send faxes, especially
when dealing with signed documents. Either look at
software for faxing and a document scanner or invest
in a multi-function printer with a built in fax. If you
occasionally need to print large volumes, it may be
cheaper to use a printing service at a store instead of
buying a fast, high-volume laser printer. Remember to
compare replacement ink costs before you purchase a
printer.
The Internet: A home office can feel isolated,
so your internet connection is an important gateway
to the outside world. Of all of your technology components, this one will drive you the craziest if it’s slow
or if it drops out. Use a reputable internet provider.
Invest in the fastest internet speed you can afford with
a monthly data limit that matches your needs.
Comfort: If you spend a long time at your
computer, it’s important that you reduce your risk of
overuse injuries. Look at an ergonomic, adjustable
chair, a foot rest and a comfortable mouse and have
your desk, keyboard and monitor all at the correct
height. Consider the placement of your desk in your
office to reduce glare from the windows.
Email: Without a corporate email system,
you still have choices for email services. You can have

@yourbusinessname.com without the expense
of your own email server.
File sharing: Do you need to share
files with anyone outside of your home office?
Instead of emailing attachments, consider other file sharing methods if you collaborate with
others on large documents or if you regularly
need to send large picture files. Your options
vary from USB storage with security mechanisms (e.g. encryption & passwords) to secure
internet file sharing services or even direct file
transfer between computers.
Your backup strategy: Without your
own I.T. department, you need to make sure
that your important files are backed up and
that they can be restored from those backups.
A USB hard drive will provide a great second
storage location in addition to your computer,
which can be accessed fast to retrieve accidentally-deleted files. In case of fire, flood or theft,
duplicate your information at another location or use an internet-based backup service.
Invest in backup software that runs seamlessly
and can be easily checked and tested.
Security: Even if you are the only
person who uses the computer in your home
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office, you still need a password. Passwords are
an important part of your defense against hacking attempts, as well as helping to secure your
information if your computer is stolen. Consider the physical security of your home office
and perhaps use window locks, security screens
and a burglar alarm. If your home office can
be seen from the street, use window blinds or
curtains, especially if working at night.
Ongoing maintenance: Computer
performance will slowly degrade and security
will be at risk without regular maintenance. It’s
important to ensure that software updates are
installing correctly and that tasks like temporary file removal, defragmentation and virus
scans are all occurring regularly.
The separation of home and business:
Many home offices are also the place where the
household bills are paid and where the kids
play computer games. If your work computer
is your home computer, separate user ‘profiles’
can be handy to restrict your children’s access
to your business files. Consider extra security
software or internet filtering software to prevent your children from introducing nasty
malware onto your computer.
Edward Lugo owns Computer Troubleshooters.
elugo@comptrouble.com
956-284-0885.
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Ready for Economic Upturn?
By Dr. Ken Romano, CFPIM
Competitive companies never stop looking
for top talent even in a downturn; the same is true for
improving operations. When things are slower, it is a
good time to ask yourself some tough questions. Take
advantage of this time to make certain you understand
your business, your employees and your customers
– before more orders start coming your way. When
other companies are struggling to keep up, yours will
be positioned to grow and tap into new markets.
In conversations with more than 30 manufacturing companies across the nation, I have found that
companies are not taking advantage of this downturn
to fine-tune their operations and develop their organizations’ capabilities. Some companies already feel that
they are ready; they have flat organization structures,
have implemented improvement programs and pared
down to their best people. However none of these
companies have focused on continuous performance
measurements or have expanded training programs,
testing of the business environment or advanced capacity planning. This potentially leaves manufacturing companies vulnerable when the new orders start
coming. Is your firm ready for the upturn?
Whether you are a manufacturer or in another
sector, here are questions to ask as you are long-term

Meet the newest member
of our team.

planning. These questions will help determine
if your company is ready to take on more work
and still be able to run a profitable business.
How well do you understand your organization’s operational processes?
Is your firm lean and efficient; ready to
run at full speed? What role does crisis management play in your organization and how often
are you in this mode? Are there procedures for
your operational processes, so you do not have
to reinvent them for every situation? Do you
have procedures in place that support continuous improvement? Do you have a means to
measure those economic events that can affect
your business cycles? Are you solving the same
problem repeatedly?
How well do you understand your workforce?
There is a difference between leadership and management. Can you count on your
workforce to make the right decisions or do
they have to wait for you to make all of them?
Are workers motivated and trained to help with
the increasing workload? What is your turnover
like? Hiring is expensive, so it is important to
learn how keep the top performers you have.
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Do you have a succession plan for
employees who retire and take their management skills with them? Do you have a reward
system that motivates your employees to excellence? Do all employees have clearly defined
roles and responsibilities? Are they paid fairly?
Are you helping them reach their professional
goals? Does your company foster a strong, positive work culture? Satisfied employees really do
yield satisfied customers.
Training your workforce
Leadership and employee development can help improve decision-making, a key
element to success. During the downturn, have
you considered training employees in the latest
skills and techniques of your business? Identify
weaknesses in your process and find ways to
train employees to better respond to those issues. Learn to be both efficient (doing things
right) and effective (doing the right things.)
Rewrite job descriptions to help better explain
roles and performance expectations. Determine
whether your employees are trained to identify
defects and find the cause of problems.
Technology to the Rescue?
Both large and small businesses can
benefit from operations management technology improvements. Have you considered Statistical Process Control and measuring the Cost
of Quality? Are you bar-coding, QR or RFID,
not just for material, but also for labor data collection? Are you engaged in Material Requirements Planning (MRP), Sales and Operations
Planning (S&OP) or Advanced Planning System (APS)?
Most important, how well do you know the
needs of your customers?
Retaining customers is less expensive
than finding new ones. Who are your customers? Do you understand what value means to
them? How do you know when you meet your
customers’ needs? What brings your customers
back to your business? What will it take to gain
more market share?
These are topics to consider as you prepare for the market upturn and look to gain
a competitive advantage. If there is one thing
we have learned from this new environment, it
is that flexibility and adaptability is the key to
survival and success. Flexibility comes from the
ability to change - change driven by the motivation for continuous improvement. There has
never been a better time to lift up the hood and
do an operations tune up.
Dr. Ken Romano is the Director of Academic Affairs at University of Phoenix McAllen Campus.
He also teaches management courses at University
of Phoenix and Embry Riddle Aeronautical University. Contact him at Ken.Romano@Phoenix.
edu or 956-519-5802.
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Finding the Right Source of Capital
By Edson Ives Zavala
Starting or revitalizing a business has
many challenges. One of the most daunting
tasks that entrepreneurs must grapple with is
securing the adequate capital for operations.
Fortunately, there are various options that may
accommodate a business owner’s needs.
Some viable opportunities for capital include personal equity; loans from family
members; commercial loans; micro-loans; and
U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA)
guaranteed loans.
Many times, those seeking capital have
considerable amounts of equity without realizing it. Personal assets eligible as business equity may include industry-specific tools, land,
equipment, etc. For instance, a mechanic may
have diagnostic units, vehicle lifts or body repair tools. These assets actually form part of
personal equity that may be used towards the
value of the business, an important consideration for a loan. Even so, prospective business
owners should remain cognizant of how much
of their personal savings they are willing to risk
as there is never a guarantee of success.
Loans from family members are anoth-

er option and often a first resource; still, these are seldom highly recommended due to the friction it may
cause within families. Nonetheless, if managed properly, funds from family members may be a good alternative for the start-up or expansion of a business.
More often than not, though, the most viable
sources of capital tend to be commercial loans, microlender loans and SBA guaranteed loans.
Commercial loans are common options for
flexible, short-term financing. The interest rate applied on the loan typically depends on the applicant’s
credit score and the nature of the business. For example, high-risk businesses - such as bars or restaurants,
tend to have higher interest rates than more conservative business endeavors. An important factor to consider in structuring one of these loans is the inclusion
of so-called “balloon payments” or large, lump-sum
payments that are made at either specific intervals or
at the end of the loan. In addition, lenders will typically ask for an equity injection of 30 percent or more
of the start-up’s total project cost through capital,
equipment or other assets. Furthermore, these loans
are typically 100 percent collateralized, which means
that the entire amount financed to the applicant must
be backed by property or assets of equal value. Loan
requirements, collateral and guarantees vary on such

loans so applicants should approach their lenders and inquire about specific criteria relevant
to their projects.
SBA guaranteed loans are commercial
loans guaranteed by the federal government to
potentially minimize risk to lenders. The SBA
may guarantee loans up to 85 percent of the
loan amount depending on the loan type and
use. Should the loan go into default, the federal
government would then absorb 85 percent of
the debt. This guarantee entices banks to lend
thus increasing the odds of businesses receiving
these types of loans. Despite federal backing,
these loans still need to be repaid in full.
Micro-lenders are another important
source of capital. One example is ACCION
Texas, a non-profit, micro-lender in the Rio
Grande Valley, which typically lends between
$500 and $250,000. Generally, this organization lends up to $250,000 for existing businesses and up to $50,000 for start-ups. As with
commercial loans, micro-loans also need to be
100 percent collateralized and their interest rates
depend on applicant credit scores and business
types. Unlike other lending institutions, however, some micro-lenders may be more lenient
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with collateral than others; they may take thirdparty collateral and non-standard items, such as
vehicles and jewelry. It is always recommended
that business owners inquire on collateral requirements specific to their projects when applying for micro-loans.
Finding and securing the best option
for capital may seem like an overwhelming task,
however, it is good to remember that there are
opportunities worth investigating for prospective businesses. Potential business owners may
visit the UTPA Small Business Development
Center (SBDC) for assistance in analyzing financial options. Business Advisors at the UTPA
SBDC provide multi-dimensional counseling
for all business endeavors and can assist in finding suitable capital options.
Edson Ives Zavala is a Business Research Assistant
with the UTPA Small Business Development Center. He holds a Bachelor of Business Administration in Finance and International Business and
an MBA with a concentration in Management.
The UTPA SBDC is a component of the UTPA
Business Development & Innovation Group and
provides business counseling and training for potential and existing business owners. Contact the
UTPA SBDC at (956) 665-7535 for additional
information on services today.
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Everything Comes Out in the Wash
By Eileen Mattei
Businesses that last for 80 years, like
Guzman Quality Cleaners, experience any
number of ups and downs. In 1992, the business suffered a drastic shock when owner Jimmy
Guzman had a near–fatal collision with a train.
His wife Josephine Guzman and a friend kept
the name and the Brownsville business going
for many years while Guzman was incapacitated. Although unable to work, Guzman began
going to the cleaners weekly.
Then in 2006, Guzman returned and
relocated the family business on Military Highway. “Customers have followed me all over the
place. That’s why I’ve been able to survive, because of my faithful customers,” said Guzman.
Santiago Guzman established Guzman
Quality Cleaners in 1932 on Adams Street in
downtown Brownsville. Young Jimmy worked
with his father, assembling wire hangers to earn
movie money. But he had no intention of staying with the business. Jimmy joined the Marine
Corps intent on becoming a jet mechanic and
he did achieve his goal. But on a trip home,
the senior Guzman finally convinced his son to
stay and run the cleaners. “He bribed me,” said

Jimmy Guzman with a laugh.
Not one to do things halfway, Guzman went
to Maryland for training courses at the National Institute of Dry Cleaning in 1967, the year he bought
the business. Guzman was the first master certified
dry cleaner in the Valley, affirmed by yellowing certificates for the Craft of Dry Cleaning and Dry Cleaning
Plant Management from NIDC that are on display.
He went to Oklahoma for a course in leather cleaning
and may be the only Valley cleaner experienced in caring for leather.
Guzman moved the cleaners to the Sunrise
Mall area and in 1968 begin offering the Valley’s first
One-hour Martinizing (dry cleaning) service, over his
father’s objections that too many customers would
want the quick service. Even with a premium fee, the
rapid cleaning service drew customers from as far away
as McAllen. The cleaners added automatic conveyors
for the processed laundry and cleaning. It took on
contracts to clean school band uniforms and ROTC
uniforms from Rio Grande City to Port Isabel.
“A Mexican movie star brought in a $5,000
dress,” Guzman recalled. “It must have weighed 20
pounds and was covered in sequins and beads. No
one else would touch it, but I got it clean for her.”
Then came the accident and Guzman trans-
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Jimmy Guzman enjoys delivering to business customers across the Valley. (courtesy)

ferred the business into his wife’s name and
trained her in the techniques. When he was
ready to take on the business again, he downsized to the high visible Military Highway location. Relocating the laundry and dry cleaning
machines along with the washing and steam
pressing machines, Guzman Quality Cleaners
kept the same proportion of laundry and dry
cleaning work. But instead of zippy machinery that rushed the customers’ pieces in long
plastic covers to the front, clerks checked the
racks for alphabetically filed orders. “The automatic looks fancier, but it doesn’t it make a difference to the clothes,” Guzman said. “It’s all
in the cleaning and pressing, not the hanging.”
Behind the check-in counter, colored tags designate Heavy Starch, Rush, No Crease. A sign
advertises alterations, which Guzman said is an
important service for his customers. An experienced seamstress handles the alterations from
hems and buttons to more complex tasks.
The economy has people cutting back
a lot on laundry and dry cleaning service, Guzman noted. Yet he continues to offer services
such as one-hour dry cleaning on Saturday and
discounting the charge on uniform shirts. He
himself does pickups and deliveries, going as
far as McAllen to deliver valued business accounts.
Guzman Quality Cleaners marks its
80th anniversary this year, but Jimmy Guzman
counts success differently. What’s most important to him are the years that have passed since
he was able to return full-time to his business.
“We’ve been here six years,” he said. “Usually,
if you can make it to seven years, you got it
made.”
Guzman believes it’s important for the
business owner to be accessible to all his customers. His cell phone number is printed on
the Guzman Quality Cleaners business card.
“You talk directly to the owner if you have a
problem.”
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Top Ten Ways to Prevent A Lawsuit
By Michael Pruneda
There are many ways to hinder a business’s
success. Inflation, the economy and poor market
growth might create instability, but the damage
inflicted by a lawsuit can send the most successful
business into a downward spiral. If the entity was
found to be liable, perception would likely follow
that problems exist within the company. If not liable, it is an indication a company has internal
devices preventing similar incidents.
The only way to avoid a lawsuit is to prevent one. Implementing certain policies and procedures can help a business avoid the undue financial stress, emotional repercussions and public
scrutiny of a lawsuit.
In this series of articles, we are going to
explore ten ways to prevent a lawsuit. In ascending order, we will examine each step that can help
protect you and your business from litigation. If
you are already steeped in a situation similar to the
ones we describe, then the information can help
you determine what caused your business to be
vulnerable to a lawsuit.

Step #10: Hire the right employees
“Raul,” a small pharmacy owner, hired
the nephew of a friend as a favor. This nephew was
looking for a job and was described as a good kid.
Raul was in desperate need of a delivery driver,
so after a brief phone interview, Raul hired him.
“Javier” was clean-cut and courteous to customers
and other pharmacy employees. He seemed a perfect fit. Six months later, while on the job, Javier
was involved in a car accident that killed the other
driver. Javier’s blood-alcohol level was two times
the legal limit. It was then Raul found out that
Javier had been charged with a DWI two years earlier. Javier was charged with vehicular manslaughter and driving while intoxicated. The pharmacy
owner was sued for negligent entrustment because
he did not do a background check.
Due diligence might be a lot of work initially, but the wrong employee can be disruptive to
a business’s efficiency, morale and customer service,
besides, like Javier, leaving the company vulnerable to a lawsuit. It is crucial to have an established
hiring practice to eliminate unqualified applicants

who might slip through the cracks and wreak havoc
on a business.
A background check is essential because there
is not a definite way to confirm if an applicant is being truthful about their previous employment, work
experience and any legal entanglements. Call previous employers and ask if their former employee was
Reliable, Responsible and Receptive. Ask if they got
to work on time, if they completed their tasks satisfactorily and if they worked well with other employees. There are many resources that assist in checking
if the applicant has a criminal record or any DWI’s
and DUI’s. If an employee has a history of claiming
harm and pursuing lawsuits, this could be a red flag
that your company could be the next victim. Consulting with an attorney who can guide your company
through the process of implementing and initiating
a background check, drug screening or case docket
search can help your business avoid issues that could
lead to a legal dispute.
It is important during the interview process
and hiring stage to refer to company guidelines that
are usually included within a handbook detailing the
policies and procedures. A preventive step on the
business side should be the employee’s acceptance of
the rules and regulations as a condition of their em-

ployment. Rules regarding dress code, conduct,
safety and their rights should be outlined in
the handbook, as well as procedures on whom
to contact, or what to do, in case of a complaint. The employee handbook makes it easier
to enforce the rules, and if they are violated,
the consequences are justified. The more elaborate these policies and procedures are, the better chance an employer has of protecting their
business from a lawsuit.
If an employer has proper policies
and procedures in place, a business has a better chance of being successful in a lawsuit. The
hardest part of starting a business is laying out
the proper foundation for your employees and
managers. Once that has been established, the
focus of the business becomes the customers
and not internal problems arising from the employees or the threat of a lawsuit.
If you have questions about inserting
the right policies and procedures in your business, or need assistance in developing an employee handbook that will protect you from
unwanted lawsuits, contact Michael Pruneda
from The Pruneda Law Firm at 956-702-9675,
or at: www.michaelpruneda.com.
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Austin Personnel Services Gets Creative
Austin Personnel Services threw in a bid to
meet that need. “We were very fortunate to get that
awarded to us, and we payrolled like 160 employees,”
Rodriguez said. “That played a key part in keeping us
afloat.”
Rodriguez began working for his company
more than 20 years ago, as a general laborer. In 2004,
he became the CEO after he and his wife purchased
the business from Irene Allen, who is from Austin.
“I learned so much in the different levels of
this industry. From a labor point of view, it was hard
at times because of long hours and some heavy lifting.
One day I found myself in front of Maria Fletcher,
who was the owner of this staffing agency,” Rodriguez
said. “I told her I wanted an office job and that I’ve
never missed a day of work on the different jobs they
sent me to. Well, she gave me a chance. I went from
service to sales and ended up as manager.”
That kind of knowledge has helped Rodriquez keep the staffing agency afloat. And the demand for his business continues to remain strong despite economic woes across Texas and the nation.
“We have a lot of clerical, a lot of industrial,” Rodriguez said. “Right now, we try to focus on
government contracts, local contracts and state contracts.” He said clerical work makes up about 40 percent of their business, and the industrial sector makes
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By Mark Reagan
Staying in business during the recessesion hasn’t been easy for Austin Personnel Services, particularly because when the economic
woes hit the Rio Grande Valley, maquiladoras
left.
“That was tough because some of them
had balances, and we had to swallow that,”
Johnny Rodriguez, chief executive officer for
Austin Personnel Services, explained. So like
any other company that survived the recession, Austin Personnel Services diversified. “We
started going after state and local government
contracts when it comes to staffing,” he said.
Austin Personnel Services, a staffing
agency based in Edinburg, has a staff of five
that serves 44 clients with approximately 320
employees. The number of clients and employees can fluctuate from week to week. But the
shift in thinking started for Austin Personnel
Services after Hurricane Dolly made landfall in
2008. In the wake of the storm, a lot of people
lost jobs.
“And they all went to (Cameron County) Work Force,” he said. “Well, Work Force
put these people out to work but they needed a
staffing agency to payroll all these individuals.”

Johnny Rodriguez with CFO Melissa Rodriguez.
(courtesy)

up 60 percent, which is where the majority of
demand in the Rio Grande Valley is now. His
clients are looking for people skilled in tech
fields and insurance. There’s also a demand for
auto mechanics.
“Basically small businesses are your
bread and butter,” said Rodriguez. “Locallyowned and operated companies don’t want to
go through the hassle of interviewing people,
screening them, hiring them and not picking
the right individual. Let us, the professionals,
do that for you all.”
More recently, the drug war in Mexico
has resulted in increased business for Austin
Personnel Services. “A lot of people are coming and shopping over here, a lot of people are
moving over here. I’ve had several clients who
have just opened up businesses here because
they wanted to get out of Mexico. They opened
up their doors and business here.”
Many maquiladoras and companies
wanted to work in Reynosa, where cheap labor
was readily available. “Well, not anymore, because of the violence,” he said. “It’s really put a
big barrier on a lot of companies. It’s created
a big impact, which is beneficial to us. I hate
to think that way, but it has.” Another problem for the maquiladoras, he said, is gangs in
Mexico that pressure the businesses for their
cut. If the companies don’t play ball, they often
become victims of violence and the businesses
close down.
It is beneficial to Austin Personnel Services and other staffing agencies, but Rodriguez
will be the first to tell you that he wishes it
wasn’t that way.
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Conversion King for the Mature Market
Special to VBR
Texas Bikes and Trikes had a low-key
launch. Darv Hoess began selling new and
used motorcycles at the Don-Wes flea market
five years ago. Eighteen months ago, he opened
Texas Bikes and Trikes storefront on the Expressway frontage in Alamo, prompted in part
by requests for motorcycle repair services.
Hoess is not a motorcycle fanatic. “I’ve
been in a lot of businesses, and this seemed
an interesting one. We sell more trikes than
anything else.” The niche the company has
become known for is converting two wheeled
motorcycles into three-wheeled trikes. Bikes
and Trikes sells three motorcycle brands but it
does conversions on all makes, usually in the
1500 to 1800 cc range.
“Trikes are totally stable and not going
to tip over. You never have to put your feet
down at a stop light,” Hoess said. Trikes appeal
to the mature motorcyclist, because big bikes
are very heavy. “Big bikes are hard to hold
up, so they trike them. They have more balance
for safe riding.” A certified staff mechanic uses
TowPak mount-on and Voyager brand conversion kits.
The busy time is the winter months because of Winter Texans,” Hoess said. “Most of
them ride bikes at home. A lot buy bikes here
and leave them in the Valley instead of taking
them back to Minnesota, Missouri or the Dakotas.” On the other hand, he said bikes that
have been purchased from him have gone back
to their summer homes and have been ridden
all over the U.S.
Salesman Jergen Bieselt attends Valley
RV park shows and travel fairs, tempting retirees with smaller 300 cc motorcycles. “We let
them try them out the bikes,” Bieselt said. “We
want them to feel comfortable.” Then he rec-

ommends places where the new bike owners can take
the mandatory motorcycle safety course. The Qlink
and the IceBear are ideal for commuting with their
mileage averaging 75 to 80 miles per gallon. That
is increasingly attractive given the predictions that
gasoline will hit $4 per gallon by the end of summer.
Bikes and Trikes is also a distributor for the Auto
Moto three-wheeler, vehicle that looks like a cross
between a golf cart and a motor scooter. It gets 83
mpg.
Last summer was the first one for the business, and Hoess was surprised at how busy it stayed.
“We had a lot of bikes in for service. We don’t take in
bikes unless we can service them and have them out
within a week, other than waiting for parts,” he said.
“It is all that one mechanic can handle. ” Dirt bikes,
ATVs and other gas-powered vehicles are serviced as
well.
Bike sales have remained strong year around,
and where there are bikers or trikers, affinity groups
spring up naturally. Forty trikes went to South Padre
Island on one ride and at least half had a significant
other in the rear seat. While Bikes and Trikes doesn’t
carry in-crowd biker clothing, it does carry essential
accessories such as helmets and gloves. Coming in
mid-April is the Beach and Biker Fest. This event gives

riders another chance to rev their motors and
head out to enjoy the Valley in three-wheeled
comfort and safety.
For more information see the website
Texas Bikes & Trikes.

Jergen Bieselt, right, tempts Winter Texans with
bikes and trikes at the McAllen International
Travel Show.. (courtesy)

So what was our GRANDE news?
C-III Capital Partners HAS
Acquired NAI Global
NAI Rio Grande Valley is the
representative of NAI Global
in South Texas.

A converted trike ready to head out on the highway. (courtesy)
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Photographer Uses Story-Telling Style
By Dave Ralph
Photographer and graphic design artist
Freddy Rodriguez tells wedding and quinceañera stories with images.
X•Media Artistry Wedding and Portrait Photography is seven years old and its
reputation is spreading. Rodriguez created his
independent business starting with the design
of Web sites, making unique logos or brands,
and producing artwork for signs and billboards
primarily for hotels in Houston, Falfurrias and
the Rio Grande Valley. He expanded into working with restaurants.
“X•Media is an ‘X’ so I can provide
services for almost anything to anybody,” Rodriguez explained. “I enjoy working with clients to give them top-of-the-line, authentic,
signature-type art. My general style is called
story-telling journalism because I document an
event as it happens. This allows viewers to feel
like they’re part of the action.”
The 1996 graduate of Harlingen High
School began to win awards and ribbons for his
artwork in second grade. He studied three-dimensional technology at Texas State Technical
College Harlingen while he was in high school

and then graduated from the Art Institute of
Houston, where he gained experience with animation. He came to TSTC in 2007 as a full-time
graphics art designer and photographer.
“I’m at TSTC daily and I shoot photos.
I go home and I shoot photos. The camera is always with me,” Rodriquez said. “But, I realize
that I have to be a father first, then a husband
and a family man. I go to my office at home when
I have time, which usually is late weeknights or
weekends.”
He would like to shape X•Media into a
larger business with more services, but he is pursuing refinement of his craft and trade by networking
with colleagues such as David Pezzat of McAllen and
Bambi Cantrell of San Francisco.
“I always have had a passion for photography.
Now, I want my work to sell itself by reflecting the
content and the occasion. I want people to appreciate
my work and my style,” Rodriguez said. Technology
for lighting, clarity and color has advanced beyond
the range of an average camera in the hands of an
amateur, he said. The high-end equipment also allows
professional photographers to take better quality photos, the kind of images that “pop” and stand out for
the audience.

“The art is more than just how to take
a simple photo. It’s important to know how to
make a photo, to envision the content and then
to get people to relax or pose to suitably capture
the moment,” he said. For example, an automobile mechanic could have the right tools and
parts to repair a motor vehicle, but the same
mechanic might not have the full set of skills
to correctly analyze the problem or thoroughly
repair the vehicle in the best possible manner.
Photo samples are online at www.
XMediaArtistry.com. His phone number
is 956.241.2846 and his e-mail address is freddy@XMediaArtistry.com.

1631 East Price Road
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Human Resources Without the Humans?
By Susan LeMiles Holmes
This article title from the internet may
forecast the future of our hiring processes. Technology has given us many ways for employers
to deepen their candidate pool and to perform
the traditional hiring process more efficiently.
Now we have access to thousands of candidates
across the country. We can digitally screen resumes, collect and store massive detailed data
on candidates, tracking them into infinity. We
can perform remote testing on everything from
skills to IQ and require that subjects answer
written questions that replace initial screening
interviews.
Next, we can arrange for the hiring
committee to see the candidate live via SKYPE.
The prospect can meet future coworkers on a
corporate website and Facebook page. Another
sweet bonus, employers avoid the unpleasant
task of rejecting people by sending an email.
The last screening technique being conquered
by technology is the pre-employment work
simulation. These have existed for years; truck
drivers are asked to set up tractor trailer rigs
and stock brokers are required to work for a
day, performing job tasks with imaginary clients and coworkers. These simulations are time
consuming and require high human touch.
The trend of computerizing human
processes and human decision making is taking
another giant leap. A virtual world of video
game-style hiring is on the horizon. Employers
adopting virtual work simulations claim they
are predictors of job performance that no traditional test can match. Candidates participate
in video games or contests. Literally, if they
win the game, they get the job.
One former Amazon programming
manager, frustrated that 80% of the candidates
could not do the work despite impressive, verified credentials, has left his employer and established his own company. InterviewStreet
creates complex programming puzzles available
to any programmer in the world that wants to
try his luck at solving the problems. More than
1,000 solutions a day are automatically scored
with only one percent of the entries being optimal solutions. Profiles of the top one percent
are offered to employers for a fee.
A company called TalentSIM issues
an open invitation to job candidates to analyze
videos of executives struggling with workplace
dilemmas. As detailed role plays develop, test
subjects choose courses of action at key junctures. Scoring provides insight regarding candidates’ abilities to set priorities, influence others, take charge and deal with conflict. This
information is almost impossible to get oth-

erwise because of the objectivity limitations of both
interviewers and interviewees as well as the legal shutdown of reference checks.
The upside for employers using this automation include potential elimination of biases, control
of otherwise unmanageable volume, and avoiding
scheduling bottlenecks. Hundreds of people can take
a test at once. HR personnel exhaustion and runaway
costs could be a thing of the past.
For candidates, simulations and computerbased hiring models that focus on performance (not
credentials and past employment) may level the playing field. The best candidate may not be overlooked
because of personal favoritism, arbitrary screening
criteria set up to manage volume or experience in a
different career path.
There is a downside. Employer concerns
about personality traits and social skills needed for
on-the-job success abound. There are indications that
people who perform well in the virtual space are potentially less effective when they are forced to interact
with peers in the workplace. Many of you express
those concerns to me when discussing job openings.
There is another challenge that only the process of continuous improvement can fix – the fact
that the quality of computerized decisions is only as

good as the HUMAN that created the software! Emotions run high among the stakeholders, like they do for any coming change.
Comments such as these are found on many
blogs. “… These are machines making big decisions, programmed by fellows with compassion and vision.” From the opposite side of the
argument, “…These computers are as cold as
the cold, dead souls who programmed them.”
Hmmm…both a little dramatic for me.
I guess I am sad to see the “old days”
fading, though. I had so much fun meeting
all the wonderful, strange and unique people
that the traditional hiring process put in front
of me. Now the computer gets to meet them
first.
Susan LeMiles Holmes is Director of Career
Services at Texas State Technical College and a
published novelist. You can inquire about hiring TSTC graduates by emailing susan.holmes@
harlingen.tstc.edu or learn about Susan’s novel set
in The Valley, Touch the Mayan Moon at www.
susanlemiles.com
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In the Spot light

Dr. Ted Jones, Stewart Title Chief Economist, shares national, regional and local outlook at the Edwards Abstract
Stewart Title Annual Real Estate Forum to a full house at
McAllen Country Club on February 14th. (Breland)

Dr. Francisco Cigarroa, Chancellor of the University of Texas System, attended the dedication of the Biomedical Research Building at the University of Texas Brownsville. The facility is already a catalyst for drawing biomedical researchers and external research funding,
which currently exceeds $6 million annually. (Courtesy)

10 acres available
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Managers and representatives from 38 official Texas Main Street programs participated in the
winter training held in Harlingen. The group observed the success of business revitalization and
historic preservations programs throughout Harlingen. (Courtesy)

